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DDDWG recommendations

IUCr DDDWG Recommendations (top two)

•Authors should provide a permanent and prominent link from their article to the 

raw data sets which underpin their journal publication and associated database 

deposition of processed diffraction data (e.g. structure factor amplitudes and 

intensities) and coordinates, and which should obey the 'FAIR' principles, that their 

raw diffraction data sets should be Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Re-

usable (https://www.force11.org/group/fairgroup/fairprinciples).

•A registered Digital Object Identifier (doi) should be the persistent identifier of 

choice (rather than a Uniform Resource Locator, url) as the most sustainable way 

to identify and locate a raw diffraction data set.

https://www.force11.org/group/fairgroup/fairprinciples


“IUCr Journals are now taking the lead by encouraging authors to provide a doi for 
their deposited original raw diffraction data when they submit an article describing a 
new structure or a new method tested on unpublished diffraction data. “

IUCr journals



Raw data opportunities

• What are the possibilities of raw data archiving?
• Can we adhere to the FAIR principles?
• In the refereeing process can we validate the quality 

and analysis of the raw data?
• Can we do new science?



FAIR
Metadata schema/record

doi
Image data formats described
Metadata tags

Relevant and accurate metadata
CC0-4….

FAIR for raw data in Crystallography



Repository Name
Information on 
fees/costs

Size limits

Integrated with 
Scientific Data's 
manuscript 
submission system

Re3data / 
FAIRSharing entry

Dryad Digital 
Repository

$120 USD for first 20 
GB, and $50 USD for 
each additional 10 
GB

None stated Yes ✔
view FAIRsharing 
entry

figshare

100 GB free per 
Scientific Data
manuscript. 
Additional fees apply 
for larger datasets

1 TB per dataset

Yes ✔ - To qualify for 
the 100 GB of free 
storage, data must 
be uploaded to 
figshare via our 
submission system. 
Download 
instructions.

view FAIRsharing 
entry

Harvard Dataverse
Contact repository
for datasets over 1 
TB

2.5 GB per file, 10 
GB per dataset

No view re3data entry

Open Science 
Framework

Free of charge
5 GB per file, 
multiple files can be 
uploaded

No
view FAIRsharing 
entry

Zenodo
Donations towards 
sustainability 
encouraged

50 GB per dataset No view re3data entry

Mendeley Data
Contact repository 
for datasets over 10 
GB

10 GB per dataset No
view FAIRsharing
entry

Institutional

Social sciences

Where to archive?

http://datadryad.org/
https://datadryad.org/pages/faq
https://fairsharing.org/biodbcore-000464
http://figshare.com/
http://www.nature.com/sdata/about/oa
http://www.nature.com/uploads/ckeditor/attachments/931/Scientific_Data_Uploading_to_Figshare_Nov_14.pdf
https://fairsharing.org/biodbcore-000303
http://dataverse.harvard.edu/
mailto:support@dataverse.org
http://service.re3data.org/repository/r3d100010051
http://osf.io/
http://help.osf.io/m/faqs/l/726460-faqs
https://fairsharing.org/biodbcore-000655
http://zenodo.org/
http://help.zenodo.org/
http://service.re3data.org/repository/r3d100010468
https://data.mendeley.com/
https://data.mendeley.com/faq
https://fairsharing.org/FAIRsharing.3epmpp


Findable and accessible

Repositories of databases:
• Re3data.org
• Fairsharing.org

Data:
• OpenAire
• DataCite

Discipline specific 
repositories:
• SBGrid
• IRRMC
• CXI

General repositories:
• Zenodo
• Figshare
• Dryad
• Research gate
• ArXiv.org
• Mendeley

Universities, National, EUDAT

Synchrotron, Neutron Facilities and XFEL:
• ESRF
• DLS
• STFC ISIS 
• Store. Synchrotron
• XFELs

• SciCat (ESS)
• ILL portal DOIs

restricted



X-ray diffraction : 10,593 Mostly Zenodo and Figshare

Not SBGrid and IRRMC



DataCite: “x-ray diffraction” 15931 works

 Raw images data, powder data, processed data or papers

• Figshare
• Dryad
• Mendeley
• DataShare Edinburgh
• Universities of Manchester, Leeds, Bath, 

Aberdeen, Cambridge, Strathclyde, Bristol, 
Cardiff, Utah

• Geological data

provides persistent identifiers (DOIs) for research data
and other research outputs

Raw data mostly:
• SBGrid
• IRRMC
• Zenodo
• CXI
• Ceon RepOD



{
"id": "https://doi.org/10.15127/1.219240",
"doi": "10.15127/1.219240",
"url": "https://www.escholar.manchester.ac.uk/uk-ac-man-scw:219240",
"types": {

"ris": "GEN",
"bibtex": "misc",
"citeproc": "article",
"schemaOrg": "CreativeWork"

},
"creators": [

{
"name": "Tanley, Simon",
"nameType": "Personal",
"givenName": "Simon",
"familyName": "Tanley",
"affiliation": []

}
],
"titles": [

{
"title": "HEWL_carboplatin_aq_glycerol"

},
{

"title": "4dd2",
"titleType": "Subtitle"

}
],
"publisher": "The University of Manchester",
"container": {},
"subjects": [],
"contributors": [],
"dates": [

{
"date": "2014",
"dateType": "Issued"

}
],
"publicationYear": 2014,
"identifiers": [

{
"identifier": "https://doi.org/10.15127/1.219240",
"identifierType": "DOI"

}
],
"sizes": [],
"formats": [],
"rightsList": [],
"descriptions": [

{
"description": "The International Union of Crystallography has for many years been 

advocating archiving of raw data to accompany structural papers. Recently, it initiated the 
formation of the Diffraction Data Deposition Working Group with the aim of developing 
standards for the representation of these data. A means of studying this issue is to submit 
exemplar publications with associated raw data and metadata. A recent study on the effects 
of dimethyl sulfoxide on the binding of cisplatin and carboplatin to histidine in 11 different 
lysozyme crystals from two diffractometers led to an investigation of the possible effects of 
the equipment and X-ray diffraction data processing software on the calculated occupancies 
and B factors of the bound Pt compounds. 35.3 Gb of data were transferred from Manchester 
to Utrecht to be processed with EVAL. A systematic comparison shows that the largest 
differences in the occupancies and B factors of the bound Pt compounds are due to the 
software, but the equipment also has a noticeable effect. A detailed description of and 
discussion on the availability of metadata is given. By making these raw diffraction data sets 
available via a local depository, it is possible for the diffraction community to make their own 
evaluation as they may wish.",

"descriptionType": "Abstract"
}

],
"geoLocations": [],
"fundingReferences": [],
"relatedIdentifiers": [],
"providerId": "bl",
"clientId": "bl.mchester",
"state": "findable"

}

DataCite DOI metadata schema (Json record)



“X-ray diffraction”: 15931
Restriction “Dataset” : 8804

“X-ray diffraction“ AND Tanley: 15 
Restriction “Dataset” : none

“X-ray diffraction” AND “crystal”: no Raw diffraction images for pgp3 IUCrJ 2018 N. E. Chayen and J.R. Helliwell

(“X-ray-diffraction" OR "raw data" OR "diffraction images") AND (macromolecule OR protein) : 446

no Raw diffraction images for pgp3 IUCrJ 2018 N. E. Chayen and J.R. Helliwell

(“X-ray-diffraction" OR "raw data" OR "diffraction images"): 34568

yes Raw diffraction images for pgp3 IUCrJ 2018 N. E. Chayen and J.R. Helliwell

Helliwell: yes Raw diffraction images for pgp3 IUCrJ 2018 N. E. Chayen and J.R. Helliwell

“Raw diffraction”: 84

“Diffraction images”: 302

https://zenodo.org/record/1248459
https://zenodo.org/record/1248459
https://zenodo.org/record/1248459
https://zenodo.org/record/1248459


metadata“X-ray diffraction”: 1292

+ Dataset: 109

Mostly Macromolecular 
crystallography raw data

“X-ray diffraction” AND Helliwell: none

Helliwell: 18



Sufficient/Valid Metadata?

Mosflm, XDS, Dials via xia2

526 datasets







Raw data link in PDBe



Interoperable

Image data formats: 
Mar345, MarCCD, ADSC, Raxis, Oxford, CMOS RDI, Pilatus (imgCIF/cbf), Eiger (HDF5)
….CSPAD,AGIPD... 

Vocabulary: metadata tags:
Plethora of Ascii key-words , imgCIF, Nexus

Software packages can deal with most image formats:
HKL3000/XDS/d*Trek/Mosflm/Dials/EVAL



Minimal Metadata

• Data binary format

• Number of pixels, pixel size (binning 
mode)

• Beam Center (mm, pixels)
• Origin of data frame

• Wavelength
• Rotation axis
• Rotation  range per frame

• Axes and offsets
• Detector-to-sample distance

imgCIF tags

_array_structure_byte_order,_array_structure
_compression_type

_array_structure_list.index;
_array_structure_list.dimensions
_array_element_size.size

_diffrn_detector_element.center[1]
_diffrn_detector_element.center[2] 

_diffraction_radiation.wavelength.wavelength
_diffrn_scan_axis.axis_id, 
_diffrn_scan_axis.displacement_start
_diffrn_scan_axis.displacement.increment

_axis.id, _axis.vector[1].., _
_axis.offset[1]..

Re-useable: core metadata



Implicitly  assumed (Expert 
knowledge)

• Orientation of rotation axis
• Rotation direction
• Dectector swing angle (0°)
• Polarization
• Detector type

Advanced

• Sensor thickness
• Baseline offset
• Overflow level
• Polarization
• Gain
• Detector swing
• Multi axis goniometer
• Exposure time
• Bad pixels
• Time stamp

continued…

COMCIFS/CommDat: imgCIF metadata and CheckCIF
HDRMX and Nexus



Reasons for reprocessing:
• Multiple lattices: % overlap (if we can go to CC1/2 0.14 this should matter)
• TDS/background (not solved in integration; also streaks not accounted for)
• Resolution cut-off
• Unsolved structure
• Diffuse scattering (packing disorder or internal mobility)
• Incommensurate modulation

Raw data re-use



5HV4 2014 Resolution  2.35 Å XDS

383

Monoclinic: 42.6 75.2  76.5  90 106.2  90 
-> C-centered orthorhombic 42.6  146.4  75.2  90  90  90 

Dirax finds two matrices, Data processed with EVAL 

Problems with reprocessing: 
1) offset of omega-axis (~1°) 
2)  twin 177.6° rotation around (0,1,-2) in orthorhombic lattice  

23% deconvoluted 15% overlapping 

Beamline: 4.2.2 ALS

Detector: CMOS_8M RDI

Format: img

Header: ADSC





Twinning operation



unitcell: 47.2  45.2  77.4  100.9  89.8  118.1

Second fragment 3.8° rotation, arbitrary axis

5% overlap with first matrix

3M8T 2008 Resolution  1.33 Å MOSFLM

BJP1_3m8t

Symmetry P1, two independent molecules

EVAL15 box

IRRMC



Multiple crystal forms
E. coli enzyme N-acetylneuraminic lyase 



Four crystal form I structures have 
incommensurate modulation
q-vector: ~0.16 0.0 ~0.43

and twinning (-h,-k,h+l)



E. coli enzyme N-acetyl-neuraminic lyase 

Incommensurate modulation



“CheckCIF” for raw images:
• Check for core metadata
• Validation of the analysis of raw data: 

o is everything in the diffraction pattern understood?
o Referee or automatic validation?

Validation of the structural model: 
• IUCr CheckCIF
• wwPDB validation report

Structural model in the light of the processed 
data (hkl, I, σ(I))

Validation



Thaumatin data from I03 Diamond Light Source Detector ADSC 3000x3000 pixels Duncan Sneddon

ρobs
ρmodel= cbyaxPJJP iiim

M

m
mi 

Reconstruction from modelling 5 images

Automatic validation of diffraction image analysis?

EVAL



Iobs Imodel

Modelled image with EVAL



Ibg=Iobs cbyax ii 

The diffuse background reconstructed from observations per box

Distribution of pixel values?



Conclusions

FAIR
Metadata schema/record

doi
Image data formats described
Metadata tags

Relevant and accurate metadata
CC0-4….

• COMCIFS/CommDat: imgCIF metadata and CheckCIF
• HDRMX and Nexus
• Referees can have a look at the images and the indexing
• Automatic validation of raw data interpretation?

• FAIR?


